“My dream is to spread quality education as far wide as possible & your child can speak England English in a year”

In the wake of globalization parents are aiming at sending their children overseas for pursuing higher studies, to satisfy the aspirations of ambitious parents, The oxford English School has been founded in Chidambaram

Vision
To educate young minds and foster ethical, social and moral values through learning to bloom into responsible global citizens

Dr. M. M. Ilyas, M.B.A., M.Sc., Ph.D.
(Counselling Psychologist)
Founder and Chairman
Oxford English School
Chidambaram

Mission
To strive relentlessly and vigorously-to realise the vision by making the best use of quality infrastructure, resources and experienced, talented and committed faculty.

OXFORD ENGLISH SCHOOL

OXFORD follows curriculum of NCERT and tries to ensure that the students and their teachers have as much flexibility as possible to foster child centered learning. OXFORD follows the CBSE (with its CCE Pattern) syllabi within which, flexibility of methodology and the use of experiential learning systems is strongly encouraged, which help eliminate the need to learn by rote and develop a healthy and positive attitude towards learning. Our system of evaluation takes into account the individualities of different children to ovide adequate feedback on the student’s learning without putting undue pressure.

As the child progresses through the classes, the assessment is gradually modified to prepare external tests and competitive exams.

In today’s rapidly changing and increasingly challenging times, Oxford believes that a school should offer an educational framework that is academically rigorous and responsive to the demands of the digital age.

About us